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Penmort Castle
No connections. Play it safe. These were the rules Ivey lived her life
by. Until she hit Mustang, Colorado, a perfectly imperfect town where
the citizens were welcoming and one of them included the tall,
beautiful, macho man rancher cowboy, Grayson Cody. On the run for a
decade, Ivey knew she was supposed to play it safe. But she was tired
of being on the run. She wanted a normal. She wanted real. She wanted
a home. And she wanted Grayson Cody. And Grayson Cody wanted Ivey. No
one who looked at them couldn’t see they belonged together. There was
one man in this world for Ivey and one woman in this world for Grayson
Cody. So they fell in love. But just as quickly as they fell together,
they were betrayed and torn apart. Separated for years, Ivey was
certain her life would not include her rancher cowboy. Until the town
of Mustang reached out to her when Gray was in trouble. Even though
she thought he broke her heart, she charged in to help. Then Gray and
Ivey discovered they were betrayed and, not only that, Gray had an
enemy who would stop at nothing to defeat him.

Savage Ecstasy
Circe Quinn goes to sleep at home and wakes up in a corral filled with
women wearing sacrificial virgin attire - and she is one of them. She
soon finds out that she’s not having a wild dream, she’s living a
frightening nightmare where she’s been transported to a barren land
populated by a primitive people and in short order, she’s installed
very unwillingly on her white throne of horns as their Queen. Dax Lahn
is the king of Suh Tunak, The Horde of the nation of Korwahk and with
one look at Circe, he knows she will be his bride and together they
will start The Golden Dynasty of legend. Circe and Lahn are separated
by language, culture and the small fact she’s from a parallel universe
and has no idea how she got there or how to get home. But facing
challenge after challenge, Circe finds her footing as Queen of the
brutal Korwahk Horde and wife to its King, then she makes friends then
she finds herself falling in love with this primitive land, its people
and especially their savage leader.
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Lord of the Fading Lands
Since she was young, Cher Rivers knew she was not the kind of girl who
got what she wanted. A girl who could hope. A girl who could dream.
She knew a happily ever after just wasn't in the cards for her. In
love for years with the last bastion of the 'burg's eligible
bachelors, Garrett Merrick, Cher worked hard at making him laugh.
Being one of the guys. Having him in her life the only way she could.
All this knowing he was in love with another woman. The Merrick Family
is known for loving deep. So when Cecelia Merrick was murdered, it
marked the Merricks in a way none of them recovered. Both Cecelia's
children found love. Both turned their backs on it. But Garrett
"Merry" Merrick knew in his soul the woman he divorced years ago was
the one for him. Until the night when Cher took Garrett's back and
things changed. The Merrick family loves deep. They also protect
fiercely. And with his eyes finally open, Garrett sees the woman who
truly is for him and he goes after her.

Kubla Khan
It takes a fearless woman to love the most scandalous man alive in New
York Times Bestselling Author Jennifer L. Armentrout’s breathtaking
novel Even a ghost hunter like Rosie Herpin couldn’t have foreseen the
fateful meeting between two mourners that has brought her so
intimately close to the notorious and seductive Devlin de Vincent.
Everyone in New Orleans knows he’s heir to a dark family curse that
both frightens and enthralls. To the locals, Devlin is the devil. To
Rosie, he’s a man who’s stoking her wildest fantasies. When a brutal
attack on her friend is linked to the de Vincents, he becomes a
mystery she may be risking her life to solve. Devlin knows what he
wants from this sexy and adventurous woman. But what does Rosie want
from him? It’s a question that becomes more pressing—and more
dangerous—when he suspects her of prying into the shadows of his past.
Now, the legends surrounding the de Vincents may not be myths at all.
But if she’s to discover the truth, she must follow them straight into
the arms of the man she can’t resist—the handsome devil himself.

Lady of Light and Shadows
There's nothing like the first time . . . In Carnal, Colorado, Faye
Goodknight is the town's quiet, shy librarian. She may also be
Carnal's last remaining virgin. For years, Faye has had a crush on
Chace Keaton, but the gorgeous cop has always been unattainable. She's
resigned to live contentedly with only her books for company-until
Faye suddenly meets Chace alone in the woods . . . Chace doesn't think
he's the good guy everyone believes him to be. He's made a lot of
choices he regrets, including denying his feelings for Faye. Through
his choices, he's come to believe the pretty librarian is too good for
him, but after their time in the woods, Chace realizes that she may be
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his last chance for redemption. Soon, their long simmering desires
grow to a burning passion. Yet always casting a shadow over their
happiness is Chace's dark past . . .

Soaring
Wild and Free
The Trateri are about to learn a vital lesson of the Broken Lands.
Deep in the remote expanse where anything can happen, it pays to be on
a pathfinder’s good side. Nobody ventures beyond their village walls.
Nobody sane that is. Monstrous creatures and deadly mysteries wait out
there. Lucky for the people she serves, Shea’s not exactly sane. As a
pathfinder, it’s her job to face what others fear and protect her
charges from the dangers that await in the Broken Lands. It’s not an
easy job, but she’s the best at what she does. When the people she
serves betray her, Shea must rely on her wits and skill to survive the
Trateri, a barbarian horde sweeping in to conquer the Lowlands, and
their warlord, a man as dangerous as he is compelling. Her actions and
the decisions she makes might mean the difference between life or
death. Danger looms on the horizon and a partnership with the Warlord
may be the only thing preventing the destruction of everything she
holds dear.

Bounty
Abel Jin and Delilah Johnson have lived their lives with a hole in
their soul, yearning for something they don’t understand. Until one
night Delilah is in mortal danger and a man who’s otherworldly strong
and supernaturally fast saves her. Delilah is then cast into a world
where fiction comes to life in the form of Abel, her destined mate, a
vampire/werewolf hybrid who claims her at first breath as his. But
Abel knows the danger isn’t done. He’s dreamed for centuries that his
mate will perish and he will stop at nothing to keep her safe. For
Delilah, she’s not only coping with fantasy come to life, but a
mingling of very different families. Not to mention, she has on her
hands a man who doesn’t understand his true nature and has lived his
long life thinking he’s a monster. Abel and Delilah together fills the
hole that has been clawing at them for decades. But finally finding
each other, it also tips their destinies as the last of The Three.
They must unite with the other destined lovers, who with Abel and
Delilah, are fated to save the world. Or die trying.

Deacon
Golden Trail
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Since his brother’s death, Benny Bianchi has been nursing his grudge
against the woman he thinks led to his brother’s downfall. He does
this to bury the feelings he has for Francesca Concetti, his brother’s
girl. But when Frankie takes a bullet while on the run with Benny’s
cousin’s woman, Benny has to face those feelings. The problem is
Frankie has decided she’s paid her penance. Penance she didn’t deserve
to pay. She’s done with Benny and the Bianchi family. She’s starting a
new life away from Chicago and her heartbreaking history. Benny has
decided differently. But Frankie has more demons she’s battling.
Demons Benny wants to help her face. But life has landed so many hard
knocks on Frankie she’s terrified of believing in the promise of Benny
Bianchi and the good life he’s offering. Frankie’s new life leads her
to The ‘Burg, where Benny has ties, and she finds she not only hasn’t
succeeded in getting away, she’s doesn’t want to.

Mathilda, SuperWitch
Awakened in the middle of the night by a friend who has been texted by
a missing woman, Charley discovers clues linking the disappearance to
the murder of a woman two weeks earlier, a situation that is
complicated by the handsome son of Satan's efforts to protect Charley
from demons. Reprint.

Pathfinder's Way
? From New York Times and USA Today bestselling authors Rebecca
Zanetti, Kristen Ashley, Larissa Ione, and Laura Kaye. Four Dark
Tales. Four Sensual Stories. Four Page Turners. BLAZE ERUPTING:
Scorpius Syndrome/A Brigade Novella by Rebecca Zanetti Hugh Johnson is
nobody’s hero, and the idea of being in the limelight makes him want
to growl. He takes care of his brothers, does his job, and enjoys a
mellow evening hanging with his hound dog and watching the sports
channel. So when sweet and sexy Ellie Smithers from his college
chemistry class asks him to save millions of people from a nuclear
meltdown, he doggedly steps forward while telling himself that the
world hasn’t changed and he can go back to his relaxing life. One look
at Ellie and excitement doesn’t seem so bad. ROUGH RIDE: A Chaos
Novella by Kristen Ashley Rosalie Holloway put it all on the line for
the Chaos Motorcycle Club. Informing to Chaos on their rival club—her
man’s club, Bounty—Rosalie knows the stakes. And she pays them when
her man, who she was hoping to scare straight, finds out she’s
betrayed him and he delivers her to his brothers to mete out their
form of justice. But really, Rosie has long been denying that, as she
drifted away from her Bounty, she’s been falling in love with Everett
“Snapper” Kavanagh, a Chaos brother. Snap is the biker-boy-next door
with the snowy blue eyes, quiet confidence and sweet disposition who
was supposed to keep her safe…and fell down on that job. HAWKYN: A
Demonica Novellaby Larissa Ione As a special class of earthbound
guardian angel called Memitim, Hawkyn is charged with protecting those
whose lives are woven into the fabric of the future. His success is
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legendary, so when he’s given a serial killer to watch over, he sees
no reason for that to change. But Hawkyn’s own future is jeopardized
after he breaks the rules and rescues a beautiful woman from the
killer’s clutches, setting off an explosive, demonic game of cat and
mouse that pits brother against brother and that won’t end until
someone dies. RIDE DIRTY: A Raven Riders Novella by Laura Kaye Caine
McKannon is all about rules. As the Raven Riders’ Sergeant-at-Arms, he
prizes loyalty to his brothers and protection of his club. As a man,
he takes pleasure wherever he can get it but allows no one
close—because distance is the only way to ensure people can’t hurt
you. And he’s had enough pain for a lifetime. Kids and school are
kindergarten teacher Emma Kerry’s whole life, so she’s stunned to
realize she has an enemy—and even more surprised to find a protector
in the intimidating man who saved her. Tall, dark, and tattooed, Caine
is unlike any man Emma’s ever known, and she’s as uncertain of him as
she is attracted. Every Dark Nights tale is breathtakingly sexy and
magically romantic.

King of the Golden River
Kiss of the night wind. . .Whispered kisses. . .Follow the wind. . .
The novels of Janelle Taylor sparkle with her unique blend of
adventure and passion. And her unforgettable tale of the warrior Gray
Eagle and his beloved Alisha is perhaps the most special of all. For
it begins one of the most romantic and memorable sagas ever written. .
. Savage Ecstasy It was like lightning striking, the first time they
looked into each other's eyes: Gray Eagle, the captured Indian brave,
and Alisha, the beautiful young settler. As the proud Oglala warrior
was being tortured by his white captors, only Alisha seemed to notice
that he was a human being--handsome and strong, and one who took her
breath away. But if Alisha could have read Gray Eagle's thoughts she
would have been even more disturbed. Because from the moment he saw
her, the Indian knew he had to possess the fair-skinned one--and his
life would not be complete until he had made her his slave!

The Will
Tanner Layne and Raquel Merrick fell in love young, hard and fast and
both of them knew a beautiful life they thought would be forever.
Until Rocky left Layne, no explanation, no going back. Layne escapes
The 'Burg only to come back years later because his ex-wife has hooked
herself to the town jerk and Layne needs to make sure his sons get
raised right. Layne manages to avoid Rocky but when Layne gets three
bullets drilled into him while investigating a dirty cop, he can't do
that because Rocky stops avoiding Layne. They make a deal to work
together to expose the dirty cop but they have no idea the strength of
their enduring attraction or the sheer evil at work in The 'Burg. As
Tanner Layne and Raquel Merrick play their game and dance around the
pull that draws them together, Layne has to discover the dark secrets
buried so deep in Rocky's heart she doesn't even know they're there at
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the same time untangle a sinister web of crime so abhorrent it has to
be stopped at all costs. And to do it, Layne has to enlist everyone,
including his ex-CIA mentor, Rocky's detective brother, the town's
unpredictable informant and Layne's two teenage sons all the while
stopping Rocky from doing something crazy and keeping their game
secret so Layne won't get himself dead.

Breathe
Though left uncompleted, “Kubla Khan” is one of the most famous
examples of Romantic era poetry. In it, Samuel Coleridge provides a
stunning and detailed example of the power of the poet’s imagination
through his whimsical description of Xanadu, the capital city of
Kublai Khan’s empire. Samuel Coleridge penned “Kubla Khan” after
waking up from an opium-induced dream in which he experienced and
imagined the realities of the great Mongol ruler’s capital city.
Coleridge began writing what he remembered of his dream immediately
upon waking from it, and intended to write two to three hundred lines.
However, Coleridge was interrupted soon after and, his memory of the
dream dimming, was ultimately unable to complete the poem.
HarperPerennial Classics brings great works of literature to life in
digital format, upholding the highest standards in ebook production
and celebrating reading in all its forms. Look for more titles in the
HarperPerennial Classics collection to build your digital library.

The Deep End
One night, Callum is driven into the woods by instinct, an instinct to
protect. In the form of wolf, he meets a young human child who he's
instantly drawn to in a fierce way he doesn't quite understand. Sonia
Arlington has lived a lonely life. She has certain abilities that make
her strange and she has a rare disease that, if untreated, could kill
her. Her father makes her vow she'll never let others discover her
abilities. This forces Sonia to stay distant, always guarding against
exposure. Intelligence leaks that Sonia is Callum's human mate. He is
now King of the Werewolves and has war on his hands. He's forced to
claim his mate and integrate Sonia into a world that's strange and
frightening. As Sonia attempts to adjust, Callum attempts to cope with
the knowledge that his mate is mortal. He'll have her beauty and
gentleness only the length of a mortal life, making their union
unbearably bitter even as Sonia makes it unbelievably sweet.

Until the Sun Falls from the Sky
'Utterly absorbing and deliciously erotic' Angela Knight'Hot, sexy,
unique, intriguingly wicked' Christine FeehanThe Black Dagger
Brotherhood is back._______________The #1 New York Times bestselling
author of The Sinner brings another hot adventure of true love and
ultimate sacrifice in the Black Dagger Brotherhood world.The location
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of the glymera's notorious prison camp was lost after the raids. When
a freak accident provides Nyx clues to where her sister may still be
doing time, she becomes determined to find the secret subterranean
labyrinth. Embarking on a journey under the earth, she learns a
terrible truth- and meets a male who changes everything, forever.The
Jackal has been in the camp for so long, he cannot recall anything of
the freedom he once knew. Trapped by circumstances out of his control,
he helps Nyx because he cannot help himself. After she discovers what
happened to her sister, getting her back out becomes a deadly mission
for them both.United by a passion they can't deny, they work together
on an escape plan for Nyx- even though their destiny is to be forever
apart. And as the Black Dagger Brotherhood is called upon for help,
and Rhage discovers he has a half-brother who's falsely imprisoned, a
devious warden plots the deaths of them all even the Brothers.
__________Find out why readers are OBSESSED with the Black Dagger
Brotherhood'Insanely good! . . . Intensely romantic and straight up
flipping steamy, violent and gruesome, heartbreaking and deep. Her
addictive writing tells a story like none other' Goodreads reviewer'I
can't get enough of these sexy, tough, intriguing vampires' Amazon
reviewer'Emotional by epic proportions' Kobo reviewer'The Black Dagger
Brotherhood is a twisting, often surprising, but always awesome read'
Amazon reviewer'A must read' Goodreads reviewer'The story had me
captivated the whole way' Kobo reviewer'Each and every character is
compelling' Amazon reviewer

Heaven and Hell
Now an insider takes you inside the incredible Disney service culture
and presents simple, powerful concepts in a fun, memorable way.

Inside the Magic Kingdom
After making a bad decision when she was very young, Kia Clementine
finds herself in hell. Then, suddenly, within the time it takes for a
shotgun to blast, her hell changes. Completely. Then out-of-the-blue
she sees Sampson Cooper, her celebrity crush. A man the whole world
knows is decent. A man the world knows is loyal. A man the world knows
is good. All of these very unlike her now dead husband. He's sitting
at a table right next to hers. And she catches his eye. Terrified of
the interest Sam shows in her, Kia finds the courage to go out with
him. Not long after, she shares her dark secrets and Sam shares that
he'll stop at nothing to gain her trust. As Sam leads Kia to heaven,
Kia realizes that Sam is living his own hell. But although he gives
her beauty and she gives him everything, he withholds his trust. Even
with all the beauty Sam shows her, Kia wants it all. But Sam forces
Kia to make a heartbreaking decision and only she can decide. It's all
or nothing.

Beneath the Stars
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Seoafin “Finnie” Wilde was taught by her parents that every breath was
a treasure and to seek every adventure she could find. And she learns
this lesson the hard way when they perish in a plane crash. But she
never forgets and when she discovers there is a parallel universe
where every person has a twin, she finds a witch who can send her
there so she can have the adventure of a lifetime. But upon arrival in
the Winter Wonderland of Lunwyn, she realizes she’s been played by her
twin and finds herself walking down the aisle to be wed to The
Drakkar. Thrown into inauspicious circumstances, with years of
practice, Finnie bests the challenges and digs into her adventure. But
as Frey Drakkar discovers the woman who is his new wife is not
Princess Sjofn, a woman he dislikes but instead, his Finnie, a freespirit with a thirst for venture just like him, without her knowledge
he orders his new bride bound to his frozen world, everlasting. But at
the same time Frey plunges Finnie into a web of political intrigue
that includes assassination plots, poison, magic, mystery and…
dragons.

Free
Leah Buchanan's family has been in service to vampires for five
centuries. Even so, Leah wants nothing to do with her family's legacy.
But when she's summoned to her Selection by the Vampire Dominion,
under familial pressure, she has no choice but to go. Lucien has been
living under the strict edicts of the Vampire Dominion for centuries
but he's tired of these ancient laws stripping away everything that is
the essence of the vampire. So he's taking it back. This is because
Lucien has been watching and waiting for decades for Leah to become
available for a Selection and he will not be limited with what he can
do with her. He will have her, all of her. Therefore, Lucien is going
to tame Leah, even if he gets hunted and killed for doing it. What
neither Leah nor Lucien expects is the strong bond that will form
between them, connecting them on unprecedented levels for mortals or
immortals. And what will grow between them means they will challenge
their ways of life and their union will begin the Prophesies which
makes them one of three couples who will save humanityor die in the
effort.

Warprize
Twin sisters separated by the past are reunited by unspeakable crimes
in New York Times bestselling author Mary Burton's throat-clutching
novel of suspense Trauma victims are not new to medical examiner Faith
McIntyre, but this one is different. The unconscious woman clinging to
life after a hit and run is FBI agent Macy Crow. What the woman from
Quantico was doing in a dark alley after midnight is just one mystery.
The other is more unsettling: Macy is Faith's mirror image--the twin
sister she never knew she had. Faith knew that she was adopted, but
now she's finding that her childhood concealed other secrets.
Following the trail of clues Macy left behind, Faith and Texas Ranger
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Mitchell Hayden make a shocking discovery on an isolated country
ranch--a burial ground for three women who disappeared thirty years
before. They weren't the only victims in a killer's twisted plot. And
they won't be the last. As the missing pieces of Faith's and Macy's
dark lives snap into place, Faith is becoming more terrified by what
she sees--and by what she must do to save her sister and herself from
the past.

Before She Ignites
Cash Fraser is planning revenge and to get it he needs the perfect
woman. So he hires her. Abigail Butler has lost nearly everything in
her life and she’s about to lose the home she loves. Cash meets Abby,
who is posing as a paid escort, and the minute he does he knows he’s
willing to pay for more than Abby being his pretend girlfriend. A lot
more. Abby needs the money or the last thing that links her to her
dead family and husband will be gone. The deal is struck but both Cash
and Abby get more than they bargained for. Cash realises very quickly
that Abby isn’t what she seems and while he changes strategies, Abby
discovers that Cash’s legacy, Penmort Castle, is like all the tales
say – very, very haunted. Making matters worse, the ghost in residence
wants her dead. Abby’s found herself in the battle of her life so she
enlists Mrs. Truman, her nosy neighbour; Jenny, her no-nonsense
friend; Cassandra McNabb, white witch and clairvoyant with a penchant
for wearing scarves (and lots of them); and Angus McPherson, dyed-inthe-wool Scot (which means he hunts ghosts in a kilt) to fight the
vicious ghost who has vowed that she will rest at nothing to kill the
true, abiding love of the master of Penmort.

Play it Safe
Through good times, bad times and times of war, Cole “Rush” Allen grew
up in the Chaos Motorcycle Club. Along this journey, he watched his
father, Tack, and his MC brothers fight, sweat, bleed and die to steer
the Club to legitimacy. And they’ve got one more battle on their
hands. A battle they have to win. But when Rush meets the woman who
put herself right in the thick of it, he knows he has to stop at
nothing to get her out. Rebel Stapleton has lost someone she loves to
murder and she’s the kind of woman who’s going to do something about
it. She puts her career on the line, and her life, to bring the man
who did it to justice. That is, she does this until Rush Allen
intervenes. Chaos is at war and they’re about to face the ultimate
showdown. They’ll have to negotiate skeletons from the past, enemies
becoming allies, and loved ones in the line of fire on their ride to
be… Free.

The Fantasyland Series Box Set
Enter a decadent sensual world where gorgeous alpha males are
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committed to fulfilling a woman's every desire Olivier isn’t sure what
he’s gotten himself into when he joins the Honey Club, only that a
dark part of him hungers for the lifestyle offered by this exclusive
club. Here, no boundary will be left untestedand one's deepest
fantasies will become an exquisite reality. When Amélie invites
Olivier to surrender, she gives the alpha submissive what he craves.
Soon they both find themselves falling harder than they ever
anticipated—but as their connection deepens, the truth about Olivier’s
past could destroy everything Gripping and seductive, The Deep End is
the first book in a sensational new series from bestselling author
Kristen Ashley.

Cut and Run
The Fantasyland Series is the collection of five novels that take
place in our world and a parallel universe where fantasies are
true…but perhaps not all you would expect. Wildest Dreams - Seoafin
“Finnie” Wilde travels to an alternate universe to have the adventure
of a lifetime and instantly finds herself walking down the aisle
toward The Drakkar. And Frey Drakkar finds himself married to a woman
beyond his wildest dreams and binds her to his world everlasting,
plunging her into a web of political intrigue, magic, mystery and…
dragons. The Golden Dynasty - Circe Quinn goes to sleep at home and
wakes up in a barren land populated by primitive people. Dax Lahn is
the king of a savage horde and with one look at Circe, he knows she
will be his queen. Circe and Lahn are separated by language, culture
and the fact she’s from a parallel universe but Circe finds herself
falling in love with this primitive land and its savage leader.
Fantastical - Cora Goode has woken up in a fairytale world. But within
minutes, she does something to start a curse and her fairytale becomes
a nightmare. Fantasyland Noctorno is there to save her but
unfortunately he thinks she’s Cora of his world and he doesn’t like
her much. But Cora needs Tor to keep her safe and the more time she
spends with the warrior, the faster she falls in love with him. Broken
Dove - Far too young, Apollo Ulfr lost Ilsa, his wife, the love of his
life and the mother of his two children. The grief of her loss does
not settle in his soul, it solders to it. But when he discovers there
is a parallel universe where his wife may have a twin, he feels
there's hope and sets about bringing her to his world so he can have
her back. Midnight Soul - Against his will, Noctorno Hawthorne finds
himself embroiled in magic, mayhem and parallel universes. In that
universe, Franka Drakkar wears a mask she never takes off to protect
herself in a world of malice, intrigue and danger. When Noc meets
Franka, over wine and whiskey, her mask slips and Noc knows it’s her.
Now he has to find a way to get her to come home with him and make her
want to stay.

Flirting with 40
Cora Goode has woken up in a fairytale world where she can understand
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what birds are saying to her, men ride horses and have fluffy feathers
in their hats and furniture zigs, zags and whirls in miracles of
construction. The problem is, she thinks she's in a dream but she's
actually taken the place of the parallel universe Cora and without
realizing it, our Cora does something that starts a centuries old
curse that will sweep the land if she gets captured by the evil
Minerva. At this point, her dream world becomes a nightmare. Luckily,
hot guy, fantasyland Noctorno is there to save her from the clutches
of the grotesque vickrants sent by Minerva to capture her.
Unfortunately, hot guy, fantasyland Noctorno doesn't like the Cora of
his world all that much (to say the least) and he thinks our Cora is
her. And no matter what our Cora says or does to try to convince him,
he won't be convinced. But Cora needs Tor to keep her safe and guide
her through this fantastical world as she hopes one day to wake up in
her not-so-great apartment in her not-so-great life in her world. The
problem is, the more time she spends with the gorgeous warrior Tor,
the faster she falls in love with him.

Hold On
“The best book I’ve read in years.” —Christine Feehan The incomparable
C.L. Wilson brings her phenomenal Tairen Soul novels to Avon Books!
Lord of the Fading Lands is the first book in the epic romantic
adventure that combines sweeping fantasy with breathtaking paranormal
romance. USA Today and New York Times bestseller C. L. Wilson dazzles
with a magnificent, heart-soaring tale of passion and great destiny—of
the tormented Fey King Rain, the woodcutter’s daughter Ellysetta, who
would be queen, and their eternal quest for true love in the mystical
Fading Lands.

1001 Dark Nights: Bundle Twenty
Alina: I was eleven when I met Chase Adams. I loved him before I knew
what lovin' was. I pulled, he pushed. I gave, he took. I loved I lost.
Now he's back. All grown up and sexy as sin. But things changed while
he was gone. So, he can show those dimples and flex those muscles all
he wants. It won't change a thing. Chase Adams is nothin' but a lost
memory. I'll do everything I can to keep him that way.Chase: Growing
up, there were only two women I ever loved. Neither one of them ever
really loved me back. Until her. Alina. My Goldi. She was everything
that's good. I was the bad. She was the brightest goddamn star. I was
the black hole shredding her to pieces. I loved her wrong, losing her
to my demons. But now I'm back. A better man. I'll do everything I can
to make her remember us, even if all she wants is to forget.

Wildest Dreams
Xylara is a Daughter of Xy, brought up to do her duty to her country,
her king and her people. Her father, the Warrior King Xyron, is dead
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and her incompetent half-brother Xymund is on the throne; she has
chosen to serve her people as a healer, until she is needed to make a
marriage of alliance. But the once-great kingdom of Xy is threatened
by the Warlord and his barbarian Firelanders, and her brother Xymund
is forced to surrender. The terms are fair: the kingdom will remain
under Xymund's control, and the taxes and tithes are reasonable. All
prisoners and wounded are to be exchanged unharmed. There is just one
thing more: to ensure a true peace - no pillaging, no looting, no
rapine - the Warlord has claimed tribute. He claims Xylara, Daughter
of Xy, to be his Warprize . . .

Jackal: BDB Prison Camp Bk 1
After corporate attorney Hannah Barrett tries—and fails—to stop a
kidnapping in Vegas, she can't shake the haunting image of the
terrified young girl she couldn't save. She tells herself that a visit
to her hometown in Scarlet Falls could be a welcome distraction. But
soon, Hannah realizes the kidnappers have all the info they need to
track her every move. And when chilling e-mails about the victim
appear in her inbox, it's frighteningly clear what happened in Vegas
has followed her home. Eight months after a terrible family tragedy,
Hannah turns to Detective Brody McNamara once again. Brody is eager to
help, though he's embroiled in the investigation of a brutal murder.
But the closer they work together, the stronger their feelings
grow…and the more they stand to lose when two seemingly unrelated, but
equally deadly, cases collide. Minutes to Kill is the pulse-racing
second novel in bestselling author Melinda Leigh's Scarlet Falls
series.

Fantastical
Early in her life, Josephine Malone learned the hard way that there
was only one person she could love and trust: her grandmother, Lydia
Malone. Out of necessity, unconsciously and very successfully,
Josephine donned a disguise to keep all others at bay. She led a
globetrotting lifestyle on the fringes of the fashion and music elite,
but she kept herself distant. While Josephine was trotting the globe,
retired boxer Jake Spear was living in the same small town as Lydia.
There was nothing disguised about Jake. Including the fact he made a
habit of making very bad decisions about who to give his love. But for
Josephine and Jake, there was one person who adored them. One person
who knew how to lead them to happiness. And one person who was intent
on doing it. Even if she had to do it as her final wish on this earth.

Rock Chick Reawakening
An all new flirty, lighthearted, standalone romance by New York Times
bestselling author K. Bromberg guaranteed to make you swoon. Blakely
Foxx is having one of those years. Her divorce may have been finalized
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a few months ago, but her ex is already engaged to someone half her
age. Her younger boss is determined to sabotage her chance at getting
the promotion she rightly deserves. And to make matters worse, she’s
closing in on the big 4-0. There isn’t enough wine or ice cream in the
world to convince her things will turn around. When Blakely meets
Slade Henderson, she’s left wondering why an early-thirties, hotter
than hell, cardiothoracic surgeon would take an interest in her. She’s
been warned that he’ll break her heart, but she’s willing to take the
chance. Not only is he helping her get that promotion, but in the
process, he’s encouraging her to find the parts of herself she’s lost
over the past few years. Slade shows her that good guys really do
exist, but who knew the hardest part about turning forty would be
realizing the man you thought was a rebound, is actually your happily
ever after?

Second Grave on the Left
End of Days is the explosive conclusion to Susan Ee's bestselling
Penryn & the End of Days trilogy. After a daring escape from the
angels, Penryn and Raffe are on the run. They're both desperate to
find a doctor who can reverse the twisted changes inflicted by the
angels on Raffe and Penryn's sister. As they set off in search of
answers, a startling revelation about Raffe's past unleashes dark
forces that threaten them all. When the angels release an apocalyptic
nightmare onto humans, both sides are set on a path toward war. As
unlikely alliances form and strategies shift, who will emerge
victorious? Forced to pick sides in the fight for control of the
earthly realm, Raffe and Penryn must choose: Their own kind, or each
other?

The Golden Dynasty
Deacon has an ugly history, a history that broke him, leaving him a
ghost of a man. Out of necessity, he left the normal world to descend
into the criminal world and found he fit. So he stayed. Cold as ice
and living off the grid, Deacon has no intention to connect, not with
anyone. Then he returns to some remote cabins in the Colorado
Mountains and finds they have new owners. One of them is Cassidy
Swallow, a young woman willing to work hard to live her quiet dream in
a house by a river surrounded by aspen and pine. Suddenly, Deacon
finds he’s at war. Cassidy’s pull for him to connect is strong. He
fights it, but he loses, always coming back for more. But when he
does, he gives her nothing. From the first time she sees him, Cassidy
knows Deacon is dead inside. She knows he’s the kind of man who could
destroy a woman. But one night when Deacon’s control slips, Cassidy
takes a chance. He might break her. He also might be her dream come
true.

Minutes to Kill
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Justice Lonesome has enjoyed a life of bounty. Even so, she’s
inherited the curse of the Lonesome. A poet’s soul. Which means she’s
still searching for something. Searching for peace. Searching for the
less…that’s more. And when the foundation of her life is pulled out
from under her, grieving, she goes to the mountains to find her oasis.
She hits Carnal, Colorado and decides to stay. Deke Hightower lost
everything at the age of two. He lost it again at fifteen. His life
has not been about bounty. It’s been about learning to live with less,
because there’s no way to get more. Deke’s also watched all his
friends go down to the women who gave them what they needed. He wants
that for himself. But he knows that search isn’t going to be easy
because he’s a rider. His home is the road. That’s the only place he
can breathe. And the woman who takes her place at his side has to do
it sitting on the back of his bike. When Deke meets Justice, he knows
she’s not that woman. She’s cute. She’s sweet. And she’s into him, but
she’s got it all and Deke knows he won’t fit into that. So he holds
her at arm’s length. Establishes boundaries. And Justice will take it
because she wants Deke any way he’ll let her have him. But when
Justice finds herself a pawn in a dangerous game, Deke makes a
decision. When he does, he has no idea he’s just opened himself up to
bounty.

With Everything I Am
Mira is the Hopebearer-a symbol of hope in the chain of seven islands
called the Fallen Isles. That is, until she is betrayed by the people
closest to her and sentenced to the deadliest prison. There Mira will
need to learn how to survive on her own

The Promise
“I love this book.” —Christine Feehan The incomparable C.L. Wilson
brings her phenomenal Tairen Soul novels to Avon Books! Lady of Light
and Shadows is the second book in the epic romantic adventure that
combines sweeping fantasy with breathtaking paranormal romance. USA
Today and New York Times bestseller C. L. Wilson continues the
stirring, magical romance of Ellysetta, the woodcutter’s beautiful
daughter, and the tormented Fey King Rain, as darkness rises up all
around them, determined to destroy their love and their world.

End of Days
On Hallowe’en night, Mathilda Honeycutt finds out she’s a SuperWitch.
Not the modern, hippy kind… the real, wand-wielding, pixie dust kind.
After a life devoted to retail and coffee drinks, Mathilda is thrown
into the secret world of witches, warlocks, werewolves, vampires,
faeries, headless horsemen, you name it, it exists… even whirling
dervishes! As Mathilda discovers her magic, she also discovers she’s
prophesied to save the world. Problem is, she’d rather spend her time
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on online auctions, bidding on cut-rate but fabulous designer shoes.
Now, she’s got to save the world, run her coffee house, battle against
her friend and co-worker in “The War of the Wooden Spoons” and figure
out what’s going on with the silent, watchful (but yummy) Sebastian
Wilding, a member of a centuries old Secret Society who has vowed to
keep her safe and brainy, sweet (and hot) Dr. Aidan Seymour, a
maverick member of The Royal Institute of Psychical Research. Making
matters worse, her nemesis is a powerful witch who doesn’t mind
fighting dirty. Will Mathilda be able to save the world while still
being perfectly accessorized? And how is she going to pick between
Luscious Sebastian and Dreamy Aidan? And will she be able to talk The
Witches Council into updating their uniform? And, lastly, will she
ever get the hang of riding around on a broom?

Moonlight Scandals
American heiress Amelia Hathaway needs to start anew. Her husband
cheated on her, and when everything she wanted in life slipped through
her fingers, she fell apart. When she did, she took another heart
wrenching hit as she lost the respect of her children. When her ex
took her family from California to live in the small town of Magdalene
in Maine, Amelia decided it was time to sort herself out. In order to
do that and win her children back, she moves to Cliff Blue, an
architectural masterpiece on the rocky coast of Magdalene. Her boxes
aren’t even unpacked when she meets Mickey Donovan, a man who lives
across the street, a man so beautiful Amelia takes one look at Mickey
and knows she wants it all from him. The problem is, she finds out
swiftly that he’s friendly, he’s kind, but he doesn’t want everything
back. Amelia struggles to right past wrongs in her life at the same
time find out who she wants to be. She also struggles with her
attraction to the handsome firefighter who lives across the street.
But Amelia will face a surprise when her friendly neighbor becomes notso-friendly. As Amelia and Mickey go head to head, Amelia must focus
on winning back the hearts of her children. She soon discovers she
also must focus on winning the heart of a handsome firefighter who
understands down to his soul the beautiful heiress who lives across
the street is used to a life he cannot provide.
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